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Perhaps II stillbirth II or "hysterical pregnancy" would be better metaphors .for

what T.'ll-describe today; As we all knoWi the theory of theatre took its first

stumbling steps with Aristotle. And then...And then pit gets a litle harder to

find the pgth, to findsWorks of substance WhiCh.truly illuminate what we do in

_

the theatre; And Aristotle, for all his brilliance, does not suffice;

It'a difficult to discusStheerY in this territory; For a start, there is ,

no general understanding' ofwhat we mean by the term; I'll tell you what I:mean
.

by it, which,, of Lpurse, is what I think we- ought to mean by it. My definition

claim to be the one current in the Physical Sciendesi PhilosophY, the Social

)Sciences, in fact wherever schola s take theory to be of some importance. But

first let me dispose of several things which have passed for theory bult are not.

For example, theory is not most of what is taught in courses /in Theory and

Ctitiism.

But to be a bit more exact;

Theory is not something posited as a tentative guide fvr research;

,_ _

Tbat'is an hypothesis,' It has a place in thedretical wo9k, but it

is not theorp (So we should stop referring to Brecht's "theory of

Alienation" and speak of hi8 "hypotheses about and techniques of

Alienation." .The theory of Alienation has yet to be adequately

articulated, Which may explain why we so seIdom.succeed When,we

try it.)

- Theory is not whatever seems- to us to be so on the basis of intuitive

impressions. ;, This is a hunch. Hunches sometimes leadto careful

hypotheses, which sometimes lead to tenable theory.. But keep an eye

on hunches; they tend to become conclusions when we aren't watching.
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A theory is not a formula, a pre§cription for what should be Theory

has nothing to do with what should be; That is a manifesto and it is

not theory, though it may provoke, theoretical work: It is, -I'm sorry

to say,what has passed for theory through most of history..

Nor is a theory a collection of careful observa'tions. A fenable

theory i6 based on such observation, but it takes more than data to

make a theory; Only when precise, substantiated,_temptehenSiVe

observations of fact are synthesized into an explanation which accounts

for what is going on do we have a theory; that is; an un erstanding

L_

We-find theetetital statements- almost everywhere; that is; sentences

the ententes of which theories are made; but only when the data and the exp

tiOhIre comprehensive; when they account for that part of experience on which've

are focusing, do we have a theory. (This paper, by the way, is net theory. It

is a Harangue, a sub'-division of manifesto.)

The theorist's job is to describe (precisely, thoroughly, mot at the macro-

cosmic level of history but microcosmically), and to explain, what we are doing

(and -have done; and might do) in the theatre, so that we May understand our

successes and our failures and see the implications of our work. The-city is an

articulated understanding of what's going on and what will happen in given'

circumstances.

Theorizing is a scientific activity, whethe,it be theorizing about Physics,

Chemistry, hUman society, or,Art. That fact is too ofted.missed; even Ted Shank;

in his generally useful book, falls into the mistake of separating theenyin the

Att§ from theory in the Sciences. Science is our effort to make true statements

With some degree of general applicability. The theorist in any field tries to,

A



make true statements which account for experience. Theory in the Arts may be

less exact than theory in Physics, but only because Physics is concerned with

relatively simpie,and stable aspects of experience. Our theory is comparable

theory in the Social Sciences; both sufferAromzthe comPleXity.and instability

of the subject. _Nevertheless; when we try to make true generalizations about

rpur work we are scientists.' Art is merely a category of human behavior and is

explained just as all human behavior is; there is no inscrutable magic.
,

effort to explain theory is damaged by the traditional failure to distinguish,

Shank's

description And explanation from presCription; theory frommanifesro._

As you consider thi6, be sure to draw careful distinctions between making

1' Art; appreciating_ Art; .and underatandingl Art. Only 'the last is a matter for
-

scientific inquiry; though a solid understanding may enhance our ability to make
l'

and ,-appreciate

V Before proceeding to, my impression of the "state of the Art," I'd like to

dispose of a couple cliches; Let's purge from our conversation the foolish

stdtent that' "it's fine 'in theory but it doesm't work in practice." It is

essential that we believe a theory to'be untenable whenever careful observation

revedls that the theory does not describe reality accurately; The only criterion

tor fineness in a theory is its correspondence with practice. Till generalizations

are proven tenable by careful observation of practice; they are merely hypotheses

and exist only to guide observation.

And l t us stop speaking of "so and 's theory" as opposed to "whatchamacallit'

theory;" 'Brecht's theory as opposed to Artaud'si for example. Neither are

theories; We need to develop the habit of speaking of "our theory"; that is; Our

accumulated understanding of our work. Brecht and Artaudi where they disagree;

.disagree on what should be; not what is. It is reasonable for us to argue about



Brecht'sopinion as opposed to Artaud's opinion; that; rgnment may; in_a particular

situation,,have more urgency than long-range theoretical questions. tut that

ate is played by differe7t rules and doesn't lead, in itself., to a common under-

standing of what is goin

I believe that

our resources in an

of what's going on: This understanding, rather than the,individua , intuitive,

we as a profesSiOn have not, bUt had 'damn well better, pool

effort to articulate and substantiate a common understanding

-un- articulated; unexamined, fragmentary,unverified impressions we'a l entertain,

should be the take-off point for our manifestos I suspect that our lace of

such a common understanding is the reason our manifestos so seldom persuade; the

reason they move only the already converted and are so quickly discarded; If w

don't share a starting point, a baSic set of asSumptiOns; we will not proceed by

rational argument but will continue as so many religious sects: find the o e you

are intuitively attracted to and become a disciple.

.

The appeal for a common understanding does not imply an Absolutist attitude.

If anything is now clear, it is that explanations pare always of particular

situations and that the situation is constantly changing. Our theory cannot

explain "what. is s0" in a permanent sense. It will explain What is going on and

why -the-s circumstances have produced -s-u-th goings-on. When the goings-on change,

our theory enlarges to accommodate our new experience. Occasionally, we see

that our earlier understandings were erroneous and we,cast-them off, but our

theory is not something we will reject each time we shift 'OUT goals or our taste.
07

Only manifestos are so ephemeral. Good theory matures by revision and expansion;

not by changing 14ands. We need not fear that' a common understanding will lead_

;to uniformity. Engineers don't-all drive the same kind of car; but they're likely

to drive good ones. ,A common foundation will make our individuality less.



capricious, more likely to truly satisfy us; without homogenizing us;

THE STATE OF THE ART

Iiime requires me, to be less tactful and more simplistic than I Would like:

Please believe that at bItter moment, I would carefully qualify and provide

evidence for all the horrible generalization am,about to make. Let the first

generalization be the most sweeping: 'in both the doing and the teaching of theory,

we're in bad shape, perhaps a century behind .the Physical Sciences, fifty years

behind Philosophy, PsyChology,ond the Social Sciences, in our technique of

inquiKy'and our accumulated understanding.,

In the Classroom:

4
Problem one: the basic omission; Every reputable faculty of theatre offers

a course or courses Which they think of'as Theory and Criticism; Almost without

exception, these courses are in fact History; the story of theatrical opinion told

simply because it was said. Where are the courses which evaluate and synthesize

the theoretical work of the past and explain what is happening today? Where are

the courses in Theorizing? Almost non-:existent. 'our students emerge under-

standing what is known*of the workings of theatre or merely:!what was said:

Of course we must consider the history.of Opinion, but this will not, in

itself, lead
?),

to an understanding of theatre or to the skills with, which we might

,
construct our own unaerstanding. Nor do most or our courses in acting, directing,

and design; which commonly provide procedures, attitudes, routines, not under-

Standing. Our textbooks, as we are usually quick to admit, deal almost exclusively

with the most routine of routines. Don't most of us use them byi.default and

assure our students fiat what'really matters is omitted? This is notoriously

true of our directing texts;
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As you consider the design of your theory curriculum; Iurge yoci to imagine

a Histoy_department:wih no historiography, a Philosophy department.,with no

logic, epiitemology, or semantics, a PSychOlogy department With no statistics or

experimental method, And I ask you to imagine a Communitation Theory course

which deals with the history of opinion's, considered independently as'mere
,--

historical phenomena, without synthesis, withbut conclusions about 'the current,

Common understandimg of communication and about the hypotheses currently Up]for

investigation: All unthinkable, as such omissions should be for is.

Problem two: the questions weask; When we study Aristotle, for example,

we concern ourselves almost e)ccIusively with what he said, what he, meant. How

often do we come to grips with the crucial 4uestions: what of Aristotiels was

accurate, then andnow? What was Ar'istotIe doi4g? What4iad of statements did

he make? Wheevidence did he provide? Which of his ctiechniques worked fbr him

and would for'us? Which of them subverted his purposes and would ours? How do
3

we use him?

Doctoral students are stunned if we ask them to evaluate Aristotle. Evaluate

Aristotle?? Outrageous. _AristOtle is to be remembered, not judged, not used.

We study Aristotle so that we, may pass our comprehensives, so that we may get on

with our real work; Every graduate student ,knows Aristotle's si5x "parts" (I hope).

How many know what to dn with them? We need to build into every moment of our

study of thehistory of theory the questions "what's going on here?" and "so what ? ".

Problem three: the cation: The reading list for a typical Thebry and

Criticism course consists of approximately 40% criticism (that's OK), 50% Manifesto

(ton much; and usually not recognized as manifesto); and about 10% theoretical

fragments (too little; and inadequately distin u ed from the other two); This
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imbalance results pertly from a real lack of theory to teach, but it also results

from on'ftendency to ignore the"theory of our own century, We're happy to include

manifestos fromthe twentieth century; but we tend to underplay the oly moment

since Aristotle in which substantial theory has been written. We read Artau ,

but how many of us include Jackson Barry? We read the Futurists; but how many

study Beckerman? We read. Grotowski, but how many deal adequately with J.; Styam,

(or with Gross, for that matter)? How many read our only theory journal; Empirical

Research in. Theatre.?

Were still-looking for the true religion. We're impatient with the kind of

melhodicalcareful woriC;which produces theory; and we love to hop.

-....-

onthe bandwagon brA e'.1atest bright, and invariably over- simplified; proposal.

We are too much li "general public in its love for pop PsycholOgy. Interest

i8 directly proportlon41 tp,the degree of siMplifIcatiOn and excessiveness of the

.,;We stillAielieve in a "final solution;" unfortunately,. theory tends to

appear in very modep(ackageswhich almost subliminally enlarge our understanding_

of tipatre.

,If little basib'theoretical work is done today, a major tause is our disinterest

in reading and dealing with the fiddings of the theorists. Though we read

Grotpws and report. on him; though with the sketchiest of understafiding we even

try to i4iit4t him, welion't truly -come tb grips with him; We've had him for
. _

several years now (long enough for him to have,abandoned most Of hiS%manifesto);

Have we really grappled with his notions? Have we drawn into the common under-

standing that whichiis valuable is Grotowski:? Or did we toy with him for a few-.

ye :IS and will we soon pass on?

Look at /few theory reading lists from the 1930's or 40's. You'll find

9
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quite a ditterent set of manifestos. Footprints in the sand; where are they now?

Our current methods of teaching theory contribute to student, faculty;-and

producer belief that theory is of A& consequence, and 'that .belief hamstrings us:

What should he the effect? First, students should understand the important'
.0

unction of theory in their own work and in the-evOlution of their Art. Second,

they should know how to nsd. theory tip their production work and teaching. Third,

they should know how to think theoretically, i.e. to understand and articillate

whit' they clo_; what they see; and'I'Vly it is so.

In the B "bks:

Mo-e. of substance has been contributed to our understanding:ir.thi'S century

than in the previous two milIenia. Yet; considering our potential.; what we have

accompli led is pitifully little. Valuable new techniques of inquiry are now

available o us and we are supported by an academic system which gives us time

though ,psn't seem like it) and rewards us for achievement. We are free

and pOtentially able to carry out the investigations which might lift our trade
1

out-Of the seat-of-the-pants category and make it a true discipline.
1(

Like von, I dislike narrow categories, recognize their danger._ but I must

use a few today to clarify my- point. Please don't believe in them, and do discard

them when you leave.

5

What havewe that is theory or something vaguely like: theory?

`l.-.PEDANTRY: Almost; all of this appears in our textbooks: Perhaps we

should include'AIIardyce Nicoll; Pedantry; with no concern for
. ,

verification or usefulness; summarizes; stereotypes the

opinions of the pa-st;. particularly rhos opinions whiCh can be set
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W;t'aa In the form of lists or category system!. How many times in

,s1, directing texts have .we had to settle fOr a pitiful rehash of

ArLaot Le's six .parts, with hi definition of tragedy tossed, in;

aoae a of it f -appled with? Or for simplistic schemes of genres?

Tuese.al _file parts of the FOOks the students .Why not?' They

threa0en to reduce our understanding of theatre to sterile cliche.

MNIFESTOS: Our favorite books are manifestos. A congenial maini-w

festo is asigeudi as a caffein fix; it gets us gbing and it's not
4

really nocessary to urilerst-aad lz or evaluate it carefully. Here

-,A, have Frit Bentley; Grotowxki, Artaud, Peter Brook, most of Brecht,'

m!,st St Sche4ner and a host of others; Those are wonderful books,

out they do noto,sutfic-e. They offer provocation; they stimulate our

iMaOnation and provide matter for conversation. But they are
. _ ,.

dci:igeroiis because we understand so little the difference between
a

Manifesto and theory; we don't know thfe ground rules for each well

ecough.
.;

t-= of these thebriSt coOlS drziw many hypothoses

might lead to teal':groWi-h Of iinderStAnding. Unfortunately,

4t-i-s seldom happens. ,:t%r.) CK and choose. We join or dismiss. We

-e

and tae it 'fair gespel or don't arc tall it htillSliitt 1-ieW

fir^ we come to griys wi21i it MoSt of these manitestors could

t geSd thoOr'ists Lt they didn t htietioSe big tike- to ;?;rind and

re willing tr:spend some time cbecking their tro;-cress ons.t Well,

bless the for their provocattor;,and find others to dO the

theoretical wc!"ric
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3,-1N-TROSPECTIVE 111EORY: As we get closer to sidiStantial theory, the

categories become a bit mane camp lag. The people in this -group are

trying to do theory; but their effort is undermined by their world-

view. They are the last of the Idealists, They believe that/inti-.07

spection sutti:cient In self; that systematic observation is nOt

required. Some them are Rationalists; like Plato; some are

Intuitionists like the Romantic.,, 'Jhey share an Idealism and tan

AbSblaitiSM which most Of the scholarly world has cast off It is

the same AbSOlUtiSM Which COrrupted so much of the history of aesthetic

opinion. This ,coup qn[ideq0itelyi -grasps our new aw reness of the

importance of worid-view,.ot MOMent, class, taste4'etcett-_ This

orientation leads orily to the assertion of opinion Since the basic

premiSc of .11,1 .argumentsIS known hy dire-et Insight. into the nature.

There is nO.Way:toargue withOf the immaterial; transcendent .I'deal.

an I e__>list because yourJevidence means ribthitig to hit,

The best of taese are Fr,-H-is1:ergusson .and Su2anne, Langer, T think
_ .

ihe worst inludes NorthrOp Frye Somewhere in betWeetkis Michael

0o:dman. They are analog6us to. the. churchmen:: all observation is

J.

de: ermined coctrine drawn from introspection, They are

iescinating, out reductive becausetheir notions are not on

the 'real world but or direct-, .private.knowledge of Ideal worlds

exist cn1V in the mind or iii some Unexam4nable, transcendent

s;-ih-ert, I hesitate' to W'riV SUCh.an orintat-ibri is so attractive

te .artists. Is; it bitcause.it turns -pry (Which ShTlibld be Science)

into a-notherkin'd bf Art arid .trees bs fre# the,demands of rigor

arid eVfdente, yalidating bur natu:ea.l. deS,ire tb yiel UaaqueStibn-inglY

to impulse:
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Philosophy has recently pulled itself out Of thiS same bog.

Aesthetics is trying to. One of the roost proinisirig signs in

tBeatra is that we-too arc beginning LI) have dtie respect fOr

cntrolled observation. In the late sixties; mind1088nOVS cane

-,/-near to being inst-,itutionalized in the theatre: pedantry was banished

and WhiM mounted the throne. But that moment seems to:b'&_

the secondary f 3fialt din this, category is the turning inward; the

belief that by StOding the theatre and; perhaps literature; we can

understand the theatre. It just ain't so. Theatre cannot produCtively

feed upon itself in its Art or its Science. Theatre is made of life.

An adequate understanding of -theatre will have to begin with a broad

understanding of human thought, and behaVidt. And this

approach has begun to emerges; fortunately, thc Major theoretical

cur:ent of our time;

4. SCIENTIFIC111/.:ORY, TURN1NG INWARD: Herb to ot Off th-c

error, but 111 turn inwar/ . We .tart our climb t many rungs

ii i thk. Idder .ind leave behind the Illow1c4e of human

he the prime t Lu out i till in t r(..

We iortictrd er-man; ;hid J . :,t t

tii r 1-c L I ill 11k)iden ilri; tit in .".1pproac h t hit 1:, hot i t

adequate.

i

;;CIVNTIFIL THF(WY, PEACHINL 0UT: hC Hbll.i(lii i iii ii i AI I .thd

I II( pa( tr t II Ile it et t;04.1w; to 1,i-iivl de iiiii he!,t Ni (riN I 11!; Imp; ;

of ettilF!te; met hoih; api, I I. I I I I . evel

Ft'aCtld rntt lartht kih(,tcd 111(ileu at'IttY h11. impteoh. He
Ai 0 ,

13
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stumbled; as ,we all do; buX he showed us how it might be done.

,0

Stanislaysky made the _first; faltering efforts in our time to play

t .e g:ime by the Aristoteleah rules, partly because, he reached out

to the Psychologists and the Physiologists for help, partly because

revised and enlarged his understanding each day as he vat-died What

happened in the theatre with oa merciless eye direcged at himself and

ht actors. l-lappilv, our tools and resources are better than his

T would put Jackson Barry's book; Dramatic Structure; in this category;

would surely but more the work or the empiricists; the quantitative
0

itresearchc_-t-rs, -veh thOugh they still lack the synthesizers who will

turn their meticulous observations into understandin

Outside the theatre, but near it, I would direct you to Morris Weitz

who seems to me to talk the clearest sauna a1 anYene since T. A.

Richards. 'Forgive me i I ,rut my book in this category, but where

toe would you have guessed I'd put it

of course all e placements art arguable; My purpte;e wa: merely te-.show

vari et 01 approaci W.' [,ii i to 11,1"; , wl v I in.111Vt. it in

: ti:; iini t, 11 ct h :;(' ilt (' Ilt 1011 I 1()M', (MI -fl.;t('11.

,1()11 t (I;t1:111 t. It.. I t . ;ti.r, hitt 1 w(irev tliat tint it tltv.. j, :;yt;t Pit] or

t :;t IfiffiI us at t .:;t ():.;, for tit et: vd !tie out of t hem; t hey

t t ham games we It I t g I ve ,(11 I yte. t Itt t t t l buy, t hat we tri,

, cif t Ihti)1)4.11 I '111 li iii. t .11)1),)/ ill '1'l,111 V.Ittinpol r It.tuyt trio.

t tmi 1)0 Ito; ;,,,y1,111;1t; t r, liy I i iiil i iig i 1..11 unit to mit l< I 1 I :; I

V, , wttt l t Lit s>1 odio i.; t ,1 I 111;1 1.1,t i lit, v.\ I
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So there you have my rough hown notion or where we stand. I want to finish

with a few worts shout what we need.

THE FIT.C.:RE:

I'm going to assume that you re with me in heiief that theory dbeS Matter.

Even if vou doubt that the artist needS it (which I don't doubt); surely there is

no denying: that the teacher rtiti8t have it. Otherwise he merely teaches his students

to im -62at nim...a teaching ro_utihe to -create d performance routine. Theory frees

as teachers and artists; to always Seek a better way.

it is important; how do we get it? We need, at a minimum; two things:

1) comMunitv of scholars; advanced in the tedhhiques of observation

acrd explanation; focusing; carefully, Oh the theatre or today;

determined to understand it synthesizing their observations,

integrating them with the body of received theory, co-nducting

experiments, when necessary, to 'select the Inet_ valuable and

illumfnattng among competing hypotheses and pnssing,theit

Ilhdin}rs on tO i.t,ists and teachers to make of whit t hey Will.

2) rf this comnhit iu sehhlae IS L6 iiuc4cd,

mochhhi::m whi Ji'le:; our t ii i,j. 'in !;115,.. veil

know that in ,limw.t thoory 114vi'ltp,. in n

p. 4.t 1 y t yoi pit N17ti : new 11Vp()I iii.!; e! pi I., '10 cd iciy;
f (11'1)C0 .111(1 .11 IrCtiillit I It t-d con! 15111 ()I. i (.()rif i rm

14. Irvi,at Leh, ip I (fot t 1.1 mit f t 11. liokvT11(.

pronotial has hcen dfhposed o 141ihor by KF;II fq)1) int() tho

1,4nly 4,1 r 4.c,. f v..(1 , ui by pub! 1 I i I nt .1 t

in hyp4Oh,?. ,1nd
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leaving hardly a ripple. We don't feel obliged to fully under-

stand or to test them. We merely ignore them; the good and the

'bad, nlevythey strike our fancy. And so we have change but

little progress.

The first step in establishing such a mechanism is up to our

editors; They are the ones wbo decide whether an. ilSue will be

dropped or pursued.' But two more things are heeded t a minimum.
.?_

We must have a greater outlet for oar scholarly work And we must

read more. Unless we red and-care, none of the restmatters.

So what my harangue boils down to is this: as students ,of theatre, we

have settled tor to little: In the name of theory; we have routined the history

of opinion As a resnit, most ofrus doubt the relevance of theory; believe it

Jo be'a sinecure for excessively verbal, inadequ'ately talented academics;
o

We have-Thnored the potential of theory to open up new possibilities and

to help us to an understanding of our failures. Tn the name of artistic freedom;

we have lost our intellectual rigor and rationaliXed that lOss so successfully

Lb we feel tie loss, no _guilt, no emission at all. And ye have designed a

.tem of education which emitti those4skills which would allow us to be rigorous,.

were we ao inclined.

4/c want to t urn h 1 :1 itiggormtut a round bet orc It pins Iv; as,,;1 I t. the

dead end of tetJ1 lafth 111 intuition and -i.oro accountability tor our teachin}:,'

we to cp, I H liv ,xpitnif I 10,, 'mi. ()wit 1,x1)(..1 t I ; by c,it ch f with what t ;;(' I tnt I

In (of-i- disciplines have learned of the mechanisms of hehav

if liitfistiy and exp I ;unit I
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'

Fihlly, though much of what I'have said is liegative; I am baSiCally

optittiStic about the future of theory. This is a moment of great oppottuhit.

We stand roughly *here the Physical Sciences stood early in the 19th century:

there are crucial questions to be;answered;and it is still possible for one

person to answer many of them. An individual can be of tremendous importance

at this mdment We have had our Francis Bacon; our 'Isaac Newton; our Galileo.

We are ready for a Farraday, a Darwin, a Mendeleev; an Einstein; and a Heisenberg.

ti


